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Two types of periodic nanostructures, self-organized nanodots and nanolines, were fabricated on

the surfaces of indium-tin-oxide (ITO) films using femtosecond laser pulse irradiation. Multiple

periodicities (approximately 800 nm and 400 nm) were clearly observed on the ITO films with

nanodot and nanoline structures and were identified using two-dimensional Fourier transformation

patterns. Both nanostructures show the anisotropic transmission characteristics in the visible range,

which are strongly correlated with the geometry and the metallic content of the laser-induced

nanostructures. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4751983]

Over the last decade, the appearance of materials has

usually been engineered by modifying their surface morphol-

ogy, such as thin-film coatings1,2 and decorative etching,3 or

by forming one-dimensional gratings.4–6 Recently, with the

introduction of femtosecond (fs) laser amplifier, microstruc-

tures on the surface of materials or inside materials can be

fabricated by illuminating with a femtosecond pulse laser,7–9

which extensively modifies the electromagnetic wave at cer-

tain wavelengths. For example, colorizing metals7 and black

metals8 are fabricated through a laser-induced periodic

structure (LIPSS) on the surface of materials using fs pulse

irradiation. Earlier studies mostly focused on altering the

reflection and/or the absorption spectra of opaque materials;

however, few studies addressed the modification of optical

properties in transparent materials using fs laser pulses.10 Xu

et al.11 recently fabricated large-area LIPSSs on zinc-oxide

(ZnO) material using fs laser pulses. Moreover, they produced

two-dimensional periodic nanostructures on ZnO crystal

through two-beam interference of fs pulses12 and subse-

quently enhanced its optical absorption in the visible range.10

However, these results can only be achieved using high laser

fluences (0.1–0.4 J/cm2) with a focused spot of 100 lm,

because of the pulse broadening after an objective, which fur-

ther limits the large-area applications. In addition, the optical

characteristics of nanostructures induced by fs laser pulses

remain unclear.

According to the results for ZnO,10–12 other transparent

conducting oxide materials may have similar phenomena

and applications. Indium-tin-oxide (ITO) is a well-known

wide bandgap semiconductor that has metal-like electrical

properties and high optical transmission in the visible region.

In particular, ITO coated glass has been widely used as a

transparent conductor in thin film transistors13 and organic

light-emitting devices (OLEDs).14 The superior local con-

ductivity in self-organized nanodots on ITO films induced by

fs laser pulses was recently reported.15 This periodic surface

nanostructure can be fabricated with a relatively large area

(over 0.2 mm� 0.2 mm in the center of beam spot) using

low-fluence (<0.02–0.2 mJ/cm2) fs laser pulses without

scanning and an objective to maintain the pulse width in sev-

eral tens of fs at the position of samples. This study also

reports the anisotropic optical transmission of ITO films with

periodic nanodot and nanoline structures, which are gener-

ated using a fs laser surface structuring technique by control-

ling the laser fluences and the number of shots. In addition,

we discussed the relationship between the anisotropic optical

transmission and the laser induced surface features (such as

the shape, composition, size, and size distribution of the sur-

face nanostructures).

ITO thin films with a thickness of 70 nm and an optimal

resistivity of approximately 7� 10�4 X-cm [O2/(O2þAr)

flow ratio of approximately 0.032] were deposited on glass

substrates (1 cm� 1 cm) using magnetron sputtering deposi-

tion with 1000 W power. The ITO target (58 cm� 15 cm)

consisted of In2O3 with 10 wt. % SnO2. After the deposition

of ITO films at room temperature, these samples were irradi-

ated with normal incidence using a regenerative amplified

Ti:sapphire laser (Legend USP, Coherent) with 800-nm

wavelength, approximately 50-fs pulse duration, approxi-

mately 0.5-mJ pulse energy, and 5-kHz repetition rate. The

diameter of the laser beam was adjusted to approximately

14 mm to ensure full exposure for a sample size of

1 cm� 1 cm. After irradiation, the sample was dipped in

ethanol and cleaned for 10 min using an ultrasonic cleaner.

The morphologies of the ITO films were examined using a

scanning electron microscope (SEM, HITACHI-S2500 JSM-

6500 F). The size distribution of the nanodots and nanolines

in the SEM images in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) was further ana-

lyzed and compiled using IMAGE J software, which is a public

domain Java image processing program (available from US

National Institutes of Health). The optical transmission

measurements were performed using an UV-visible-near-IR

spectrophotometer (JASCO V670). All optical spectra in this

study were measured through an iris with a 0.1-mm diameter

hole located at a position close to the central region of

the laser-induced nanostructures (or laser spot). Polarizers

were used during the optical measurements of the anisotropic

optical transmission spectra. The local compositions of as-

deposited and fs laser-treated ITO films with nanoline struc-

tures were examined using Auger electron spectroscopy

(AES, ULVAC-PHI 700). Because of the spot size yielded
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by an integral electron gun with an operating voltage of

5 KeV, the data collected by a cylindrical mirror analyzer

had a spatial resolution of approximately 30 nm.

Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) show typical SEM images of ITO

films with self-organized periodic nanodot and nanoline

structures produced by linearly polarized fs laser pluses.

Both types of periodic nanostructures can be easily and reli-

ably obtained by precisely controlling the fluences (F) and

number (N) of fs pulses. For the case of F¼ 0.1 mJ/cm2 and

N¼ 3� 106, the self-organized periodic nanodot structure

with a size of a few hundred nanometers was observed on

the surface of the ITO films. The periodicity of these nanodot

structures was further estimated by the two-dimensional

Fourier transformation (2D-FT), as shown in the inset of

Fig. 1(a). From the positions of the satellite peaks in the

2D-FT pattern, two types of periodicities were observed in

the laser-induced nanodot structures, that is, 816 6 42 and

410 6 30 nm. These periodicities can be attributed to the

interference between the incident and scattered fs laser

pluses.15 An increase in the fluence to F¼ 0.2 mJ/cm2 and

the number of shots to N¼ 2� 107 caused the surface micro-

structure of ITO films to assume a periodic, line-like nano-

structure (or nanoline structure), as shown in Fig. 1(b). In its

corresponding 2D-FT pattern (the inset of Fig. 1(b)), a con-

siderable reduction in the width of satellite peaks was

observed, corresponding to a typical feature of a periodic

line-like structure. The multiple spacings of 830 6 12 and

455 616 nm in the periodic nanoline structure were further

estimated from the positions of the satellite peaks in a 2D-FT

pattern. In addition, the direction of the 2D-FT pattern indi-

cates that the periodic nanodot and nanoline structures were

only generated in one direction, perpendicular to the direc-

tion of fs laser polarization (the arrows in Fig. 1). In short,

the periodic nanodot or nanoline surface structures with

periodicities of approximately 800 and 400 nm can be simply

fabricated by precisely controlling the laser fluences and the

number of shots.

The distribution of particle size for the nanodot and the

nanoline structures on the surface of ITO films can be further

counted by using IMAGE J software, as shown in Figs. 1(c)

and 1(d). For the case of the nanodot structure in Fig. 1(c),

the density of the dots was considerably high (approximately

1.94 count/lm2), and the major size distribution of the dots

was in the range of 300–500 nm with a high count of approx-

imately 2500. However, a substantial reduction in the density

of the dots (approximately 0.37 count/lm2) was observed in

the nanoline structure (Fig. 1(d)). A few unreasonable parti-

cle sizes of 1�2 lm (the enlarged scale plot is not shown

here) were observed because of an erroneous judgment by

the software, which estimates the size of a line pattern by a

circle. Thus, the primary size distribution of the real dots

was reduced to the range of 100–200 nm with a low count

of 120.

According to Heilmann et al.,16,17 the size, shape, and

structural arrangement of the nanoparticles in materials

result in changes of the optical properties, such as aniso-

tropic reflectance and transmittance. Fig. 2(a) shows the non-

polarized optical properties of an as-deposited ITO film and

the linear-polarized optical transmission properties of fs

laser-treated ITO films with two types of surface nanostruc-

tures corresponding to the SEM images in Figs. 1(a) and

1(b), respectively. For an as-deposited ITO film, the nonpo-

larized transmission spectrum (a solid line in Fig. 2(a)) rep-

resents the standard optical properties in the visible range.

For the fs laser-treated ITO films, the transmission spectra

were measured using polarized light with a direction of

polarization (P) parallel or perpendicular to the direction of

the long-axis of the nanolines (L) on the ITO films (the inset

of Fig. 2(a)). The transmission spectra were dependent on

the orientation, that is, the transmission of L//P (TL//P) for

visible light was lower than that of L?P (TL?P) in the fs laser

irradiated ITO films with a nanodot structure. The difference

between the transmittances, L//P (TL//P) and L?P (TL?P), for

visible light was considerably larger in the fs laser irradiated

FIG. 1. SEM images (obtained from the cen-

tral area in the 1� 1-cm ITO films) of the

periodic (a) nanodot and (b) nanoline struc-

tures induced by fs laser pulses with fluences

(pulse numbers) of F¼ 0.1 mJ/cm2 (N¼ 3

� 106) and 0.2 mJ/cm2 (N¼ 2� 107), res-

pectively. The red-square insets show the

2D Fourier-transformed patterns and their

cross-sectional profiles at locations corre-

sponding to (a) and (b). The arrows indicate

the direction of the laser polarization. The

size distribution of particles for (c) nanodot

structure in (a) and (d) nanoline structure in

(b). The solid lines show the fitting curves

using a log-normal function.
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ITO films with a nanoline structure. The extinction ratio

(TL?P/TL//P) in the ITO films with a nanoline structure was

enhanced by 42% at a wavelength of 400 nm, as shown in

Fig. 2(b). This dichroic or anisotropic transmission property

of the fs laser-treated ITO films can be attributed to the

laser-induced periodic nanostructures on their surfaces. The

inset of Fig. 2(a) shows a schematic illustration for the

dichroic optical property of fs laser-treated ITO films with a

nanoline structure. The fs laser-treated ITO film blocks the

vertically polarized light (PV), which is parallel to the long

axis of the nanoline structure (L). The horizontally polarized

light (PH) can pass through the nanoline structure, which is

perpendicular to the long axis of the nanoline structure (L).

These results indicate that anisotropic optical transmission

can be simply constructed and manipulated in ITO films

using fs laser irradiation. This property may have potential in

applications such as optical devices for polarization control

in the visible range.18 The anisotropic reflection property of

fs laser-treated ITO films was not evident (not shown here)

because of a relatively low reflectance compared to the trans-

mittance for an optimal ITO film.

To determine the mechanism responsible for the aniso-

tropic optical properties of fs laser-treated ITO films, the

composition of nanostructures in ITO films was examined

using AES. Fig. 3 shows the first derivative (dN/dE) of the

AES peaks, including In(MNN), Sn(MNN), and O(KLL) of

an as-deposited and a fs laser-treated ITO film with a nano-

line structure. For the as-deposited ITO film [bottom-black

line in Fig. 3(a)], three dN/dE signals can be assigned to

In(MNN) at a kinetic energy of 410 eV,19 Sn(MNN) at a ki-

netic energy of 433 eV,19,20 and O(KLL) at a kinetic energy

of 519 eV,19,21 respectively. For the fs laser-treated ITO film,

the dN/dE signals of In(MNN), Sn(MNN), and O(KLL) at

point A in Fig. 3(b) were slightly reduced compared with

those for an as-deposited ITO film. However, the dN/dE sig-

nals (top-pink line in Fig. 3(a)) reduced considerably at point

B in Fig. 3(b), which is located within the lines induced by

the fs laser pulses. The reduction in signals was most sub-

stantial for the dN/dE signals of Sn(MNN) and O(KLL).

This implies that the composition of ITO films is modified

by fs laser annealing, particularly at the locations of the

lines. According to our previous findings,15 the composition

of the fs laser-induced nanoline structure on the surface of an

ITO film deviates from the stoichiometry of the as-deposited

ITO films. A further examination of the peak intensities of

FIG. 2. (a) The optical transmission spectra of as-deposited ITO and fs

laser-treated films with two types of nanostructures (nanodot and nanoline);

the corresponding SEM images are shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). The inset

shows a schematic illustration of the two forms of polarized light (PV and

PH) passing through a fs laser-treated ITO film. L: the direction of nanolines.

(b) The extinction ratio (TL?P/TL//P) for the fs laser treated films with nano-

dot and nanoline structures. TL?P (TL//P) is the transmittance in the configu-

ration, L?P (L//P).

FIG. 3. (a) The first derivative (dN/dE) of AES peaks, In(MNN), Sn(MNN),

and O(KLL), measured for an as-deposited ITO film and a fs laser treated

ITO film with a nanoline structure. The point A (outside a nanoline) and

point B (inside a nanoline) correspond to the arrows marked in (b), the SEM

image of a fs laser treated ITO film. The inset shows the ratio of the areas of

the as-deposited (A-area) region and the nanoline (B-area) region.
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the as-deposited and fs laser treated ITO films showed that

the dN/dE peak intensity ratio for O(KLL) to In(MNN)

changed from 1.7 to 1.1 (approximately 36% reduction) after

fs laser irradiation. Moreover, the metal content in the nano-

lines was higher than that in the nanodots (approximately

23% reduction of oxygen content), as reported in our previ-

ous study.15 Consequently, the ITO films with a nanoline

structure functioned similarly to a wire grid plate with a reg-

ular grid of metallic wires. For the case of L//P in Fig. 2(a),

the incoming electromagnetic (EM) wave was reflected or

absorbed by the metallic and periodic nanoline structure on

the ITO films because of the movement of electron along the

metallic nanolines and Joule heating loss, which leads to

blocking of the EM wave. However, an EM wave with L?P

cannot induce electron movement along the metallic nano-

lines in the same manner. Therefore, the loss caused by Joule

heating and reflection is limited and the EM wave is trans-

mitted through the periodic nanoline structure on ITO films.

Finally, the inset in Fig. 3(b) shows a bar chart for the

ratios of the areas of the nanolines (B-area) and the as-

deposited region (A-area), as estimated from Fig. 3(a). The

nanolines occupied 23.5% 6 1.1% of the total area, as calcu-

lated using the IMAGE J software. However, the nanoline

structure on the surface of the ITO films cannot block all of

the light. Even for a metal-like ITO film in which the O2/

(O2þAr) flow ratio is 0 (its optical transmittance spectrum

is not shown here), the transmittance at a wavelength of

500 nm was approximately 42%. For comparison, the trans-

mission of the as-deposited ITO film was 78% at a wave-

length of 500 nm. Therefore, the transmission of ITO films

with a nanoline structure, in which 23.5% is metal-like lines

area and 76.5% is as-deposited area, was estimated at

approximately 69.5%. However, a low transmittance of

approximately 52% for L//P and a high transmittance of

approximately 74% for L?P were observed in the transmis-

sion spectra, as shown in Fig. 2(a). This strongly implies that

the increase in metallic content cannot explain the optical

transmission property of ITO films with nanostructures.

Thus, the geometric effect of nanostructures may dominate

the anisotropic transmission property of fs laser irradiated

ITO films.

Two types of nanostructures, nanodots and nanolines,

with multiple periodicities of approximately 800 and 400 nm

can be simply and reliably fabricated on ITO films using fs

laser pulse irradiation with various fluences and number of

shots. Both nanostructures show anisotropic characteristics

in their optical transmission spectra in the visible range,

especially the nanoline structures. Moreover, the extinction

ratio of ITO films with nanostructures can be enhanced with

nanoline structures by increasing the laser fluences and the

number of shots. In summary, ITO films with unique optical

transmission properties can be fabricated using this simple

method and has considerable potential in optoelectronics

applications for polarizing optical elements and smart win-

dow technology in the visible spectroscopy.
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